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The plan distribution is characterized by the presence of two bases. The two square 
bases fit into the hilly landscape, one behind the other. The first facing the valley con-
tains the swimming pool, the second is a kind of foundation element for the house. 
There is a very simple internal distribution.
Visually the gabled roof looks balanced of course, it’s the archetype of a house and this 
image is also forced by the presence of two traditional elements.
The first of the two is the loggia that lightens the main façade: the profile of the side 
stone walls and the large beams of the roof draw the façade.
The stairs, the second element, are carved on the side of the base and exceed the 
height difference between the ground and that of the house. The internal distribution 
is not organized in a spatial hierarchy, the rooms seem to be a single nucleus facing 
outwards to favor a constant view of the landscape.





Ground floor plan
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Site
Roccatederighi,  
comune di Roccastrada (GR), Italy.

Type
Residential.

Status
Built.

Timeline
Years 2017-2019.

Credits

Architectural Design
Arch. Giulio Basili

Consultants

Detailed Design
Arch. Eva Camigliano
Structural Design 
Ing. Angelo Lupo
Building yard safety
Federico Pinzuti
Sustainable development
Ing. Gianluca Casini
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Info and biography

‘Giulio Basili architect’ is an architectural firm based in Grosseto since 2010.
It deals, in particular, with tackling problems, environmental limits in high-value  
landscape areas by proposing solutions in the context of contemporary architec-
ture; urban redevelopment and renovation of public spaces and buildings in historic  
centers. Basili has participated in numerous architectural competitions as a chief  
architect and designer, obtaining reports and winning prizes and awards. His works 
have been published in various magazines and catalogs.

Giulio Basili (06/09/1979)

Architect, studied at The University of Architecture in Florence. In 2014 he re-
ceived his PhD in Architectural and Urban Design at the University of Florence. 
Since 2002 he has participated in international architecture seminars and has won 
numerous competitions. Since 2014 he is a Contract Professor at the University of 
Florence, Department of Architecture. Since 2014 up to 2017 he has been a member 
of the Technical Scientific Committee of the University Center of Grosseto. He has 
published several articles and monographs on architecture magazines and catalogs.




